ITS HERE!

FKI

AFTER YEARS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND CLASS B-87 STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT ENHANCEMENT, AND IN ASSOCIATION WITH ‘HIGH
BEAM RESEARCH, THE TEAM AT FKI HAS FINALLY DONE IT!

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW FULLY INTEGRATED

FAULKNER-KILDE (FK-AS 4-s)
Alpha-silicone Single Stack Sack Snapper
With rapid ~ one touch dual component deployment capability

FULLY INTEGRATED means that the FK-AS 4-s completes the genesis of
a new design that will have our competition scratching their heads for years
to come. Combined with its wide use of monolithic sack snapping, it is truly
a revolutionary product with a superior compact structure which allows for a
seamless operational platform in any commercial arena. Once again,
Faulkner-Kilde has propelled itself as the vanguard in the industry.
RAPID ‘ONE TOUCH’ DUAL DEPLOYMENT CAPABILITY means that
FINALLY…full scale arena set-up, and rapid operational launch is just one
touch away. Wake up, the future is here.

SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATIONAL SHCEMATICS
UPGRADED STRUCTURAL COMPONENT FEATURES
Vented Tungsten-carbide mounting skids. (IP~ rt21 Rated)
Graphite set control pin with fiber reinforcement strands for reverse shear stabilization
Pneumatic V-21 ‘double winding’ algebraic friction rollers
Preferential front mounted reflector bearings
EFFECTIVE TECHNICAL / OPERATIONAL DATA
Platform production efficiency: 25~60Kg/h; (***Beta testing-r***)
Power: 3 phase 380V, about 45Kw
L/D: 28-1 Blister Pack coating, with nitrous surface treatment;
Moveable internal ceramic thermal plugs (septonic)
Winding friction Transducer
Slippage: HDPE0.01~0.08mm;
MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS
Stacking width: 500~1000mm;
Snap thickness: LDPE 0.015~0.15mm (determinant)
Drafting feasibility: 45% < / 7p slump
Overall / 6500mm 1850mm 5200mm.
Total weight: 5400Kg

See what our customers are saying about us:
“The folks at Faulkner-Kilde have done it again! This machine is
BRILLIANT!” – Sven Allhipe…Reeves instrument Corp.
“The new dynamic and robust design of the sack snapper has changed
everything in the way we conduct business." – Rodrigo Y.
Gabrielle…Rancher
“Are you F’n kidding me? What the hell will they think of next...” Bly
Spleendale…Intern…Browning Ferris Industries.
"I cannot believe how great this product is. Just when you weren’t
expecting, FK delivers a home run! I'm recommending it to
everyone…order yours today!" – Jan Corkle…housewife

*BETA TEST MODULES FOR THE FK-AS s-4
Aberdeen-Stargate Physics Research Laboratory
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COMPANY PRESS RELEASES AND MEDIA ARTICLES
FK-AS s-4… A True Marvel in High Mechanical Performance.
September 2, 2008
By: Donald Randall Spivey
The recent accidental discovery of bio-genius high density Polymers by the crack team at FKI which are not
normally considered to be high mechanical performance materials have set the stage for being the ‘chased’
in the sack snapper world. FKI Has made their way into the NOW producing high strength fibers, particularly
boron spindles and graphite flaps. It has in effect, created a whole new class of materials, it is important to
note that some of the unique aspects of utilizing these composites are presented using both analytical and
experimental considerations. Current Sack Snapping applications are constantly reviewed and in turn have
indicated the rapidly increasing interest in this area. And finally, probable future developments will be
discussed, including the likely range of applications of polymer matrix composites and possible competition
from other material systems.

